MEASUREMENTS I DO NOT HAVE

ANCHOR TAPE
MEASURE ON
OUTER LEDGE OF
FORWARD SKIRT

MEASUREMENTS IN BLUE
USE TAPE MEASURE

MEASUREMENTS IN RED
USE CALIPERS

FUEL FILL
OXIDIZER FILL
NOSE SECTION
FIRST PAYLOAD
(CYLINDER) SECTION
MEASUREMENTS IN BLUE
USE TAPE MEASURE
MEASUREMENTS IN RED
USE CALIPERS
ANCHOR TAPE
MEASURE ON
OUTER LEDGE OF
FORWARD SKIRT

FIRST PAYLOAD
(CYLINDER) SECTION
NOSE SECTION

DIAMETER
DIAMETER
CHECKLIST FOR ADDITIONAL PHOTOS STILL NEEDED

- Closer 'straight-on' photo of screw detail
- 'Straight-on' photo of fuel fill (underside of rocket)
- Photo of underside of hatch area
- Photo of opposite side of hatch area (fence side) if possible
- Photo of raised lip and rivet detail
- Closer 'straight-on' photo of aluminum forward skirt
- Photo of opposite side of aluminum forward skirt (photo of top and underside also if possible)
- Photo of this fin attachment spot
- Photo of fairing & fin attachment point
- Closer photo of screw detail at this joint
- Photo of opposite side of hatch area
LOW PRIORITY
(I HAVE THESE DIMENSIONS BUT WOULD LIKE TO VERIFY THEM ON A DIFFERENT VEHICLE)